IMPORTANT
DO NOT OPEN
THIS ENVELOPE
UNTIL YOU ARE
TOLD TO BY THE
ADVENTURE
Bogmole my child, by the time you read this letter I would have been long since dead. When I wandered into Bolimol looking for a new home, I meet up with king Eldor and we became close friends. When Zogan invaded, I helped Eldor to fight against him. Zogan is evil and must be stopped! Seek out prince Eldrin and help him. Eldrin waits for a sign to attack Zogan and you can give him that sign! You must be brought to the attention of Zogan and then try and steal his amulet. I can only tell you that Zogan is impressed by people who can trick and escape from his orcs. You must not waste time, the longer you take the stronger Zogan will become and the remaining dwarf army will not be able to hold out against the stronger orc forces. I don’t think you can defeat Zogan’s army unless you get the help of the giant. He went to the woods with king Eldor yesterday and neither of them returned! I am leaving shortly with a dwarf patrol to see if we can find them. As long as Zogan lives, no one is safe. If he manages to release the dragon all the lands around, including Freand, will be taken. If you can get the amulet, take it to Eldrin, he and the remaining dwarf army will follow you. Lead them to Zogan and while the dwarfs fight with the orc army you will only have a short time to enter his chamber and confront him. There are no guarantees that you will win, as no doubt at this time Eldrins army would have been depleted by the constant orc attacks. If you can defeat Zogan, then you must free the wizard Gregor. Zogan’s orcs are spread far and wide over Bolimol and even if Zogan is defeated, his orcs will not give up the battle. Gregor must be freed to stop the dragon from awaking and destroying the last of the dwarfs. You must not let Zogan escape or he will take his revenge out on our own home land! I wish you well my child, never give up the fight against evil. Zogan can be defeated but his powers are strong......